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L&L Lines Publishing
Whether You're A Manufacture, Small
Business Owner, Retailer, Distributor, Or
Service Professional, Our Team At L&L
Lines Inc. Is Here For You. We Strive To
Give You World Class Product Exposure
Using Every Resource Available.
-‐ Raw, UnEdited Field Service Product
Demonstration Videos.
-‐ Field Service Test Results With Productive
Feedback.

"Together we rise. Together we fall. What happens to one of us,
affects the other. Thats why here, at L&L Lines Inc., our team is
here for you. Our mission is to support your success...together."
L&L Lines Inc.

-‐ Assist In Product Availability For New
Products On The Market By Having Access
To Warehouse Storage
-‐ And Much, Much More.

* Inner Polypropylene Core For
Compressive Strength

Excel Filters use a pleated design to provide
maximum filtration capacity, economy, and
longer service life. Excel cartridges achieve
a more then twice the flow rate and six times
the life of a string wound filter and spun
polypropylene cartridges. Excel Polyester
and polypropylene medias have chemical
compatiliity with a wide range of chemicals,
provide high temperature resistance and
minimize pressure drop for long life and
dependability in process applications. Our
inner polypropylene core design allows for
maximum flow, lowest contact stress points
giving Excel the most efficient and maximum
usable surface area.
For over 30 years, Excel Filters parent
company, Eden Equipment, has
manufactured residential and commercial
water filter cartridge products for some of the
worlds most difficult liquid applications and
demanding customer specifications. All Eden
Equipment products are manufactured

* Outer Filtration Layer Of
Polyester or Polypropylene
That Provides Filtration Without
Media Migration Or Binders To
Breakdown and Leach Out
in the USA. Our cartridges and filtration
vessels, by design, perform
exceptionally well in harsh environments
and over a long period of time.
Excel Filters can be purchased at a local
retailer near you or Direct Buy
elminating the middle guy. This gives
you the best price possible, allowing
business owners, to maximize products
while providing a superior product at an
extremely competitive rate.
Contact L&L Lines For More Information
LLLines.com - 602-705-9240

* Business Owners Have The
Option For Private Labeling.
How Cool Is That! Make It Your
Filter
* Enforced Molded Plastisol
End-Caps Of Lowest
Durometer Provide Positive
Sealing In All Housings Types
Requiring A Knife Seal Edge.
Won't Split Or Crack
* 6 Month Replacement
Warranty - See ExcelFilter.com
For Conditions

See The "Maintain" Demonstration Video At L&L Lines
YouTube Channel

The Perfect Ingredient For Salt Water Pools

** Increase the life and performance of
the salt water generator
** Improve sanitizer effectiveness
**Greatly enhances water clarity
**Limit troublesome pH fluctuations
**Prevent scale buildup on the
generator cell, pool equipment and
surfaces
**Help maintain low phophate levels
APIWater.com
Contact L&L Lines Inc.
602-‐705-‐9240
LLLinesInc@Gmail.com
LLLines.com

PEPPER is the perfect ingredient for salt water pools. It is a
special blend of select ingredients formulated to work specifically
with the unique demands of salt water pools. Adding PEPPER
to your pool will enhance water quality, protect pool equipment
and reduce overall maintenance.
See The "PEPPER" Demonstration Video At
L&L Lines Inc.
YouTube Channel

ZER0 POOL & SPA LUBRICANT has been
developed exclusively for the industry and remains
the only product of its kind. It contains proprietary
synthetic LXE® technology derived from renewable
agricultural resources. The unique molecular
structure of LXE® repels dirt and debris without
breaking down. Zer0 Pool & Spa’s lubrication
benefits last up to 10 times longer than the
competition making the job of maintaining pools
and spas easier.
*Keeps O-rings hydrated and in original
form without the over-extension and flexing
left by traditional lubricants
* Releases seized backwash valves
* Ensures a more reliable and secure seal
on pumps, motors and pool/spa lights
* DRAMATICALLY improves performance on
all moving parts without attracting dirt and
debris
* Can reach applications where traditional
lubricants cannot (Piston Valve O-rings,
Jandy Shaft Valve O-rings)
* Works wonders on threaded components
without attracting sand or grit
* "Mess-free" application with or without
included straw attachment
* Improves the performance and life of
tools, vacuum parts, locks, hinges, gates,
rollers...everything!
* Biodegradable, Non-Flammable, and Safe
to use around people and pets
* Perfect in both fresh water and salt
water applications

See The "Zer0 Pool & Spa Lubricant " Demonstration Videos At
L&L Lines YouTube Channel
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